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     What a year so far!  Pestinence, floods, earthquakes, 
quantum particles rearranging bubbles in hot tubs.  Good grief!  
What's next, miniature trains?  People flying around in space 
ships?  Digital control of motorcars?  Before you know it there will 
be telephones and phonographs in every home. 
 

     Yes, Bob has gone just a little whacky. "Join the club" 
someone said.  So he did.  The looney club.  Yes, I am being a 
little weird.  The real Bob exposed at last. 
 

     What about the TRAINS?   Yes, well, those.  (Focus, Bob. 
Focus.)     Well there isn't a whole lot new this month.  Last week 
Jim Nolan hosted another Zoom meeting for us and NTRAK 
national hosted a Zoom meeting on Saturday.  If you haven't 
joined either of those...Why not?  You've been invited and they 
really are a great way to stay in touch with each other and the 
hobby. 
 

     On Saturday there was some discussion about Athearn cars 
with metal wheels that may be causing shorts on your layout. It 
turns out the metal wheels on on metal half-axles and those are 
in a plastic sleeve.  If the wheels are out of gauge it is possible 
that the half-axles are touching inside the axle sleeve thus 
causing a short in the last place you would look for it. 
 

     On Tuesday we bandied about the idea of a get together of 
some sort in Amesbury (where the trailer is stored).  A combined 
social affair (black tie optional) and work day. We still need to do 
some work on the NENT yard and repair or replace the turnouts 
that have been problematic for at least two years.  It might be as 
simple as replacing the turnouts, it might be more involved, but 
sooner or later we really do need to resolve the problem. 
 

     Being cooped up and bored, one night I decided to 
"repurpose" a folding "camp chair", turning it into a low table that 
the DCC equipment can sit on at shows.  It folds up nice and flat, 
has a power strip on the back and if it works, great!  During the 
Zoom call I also offered to make some generic "Y" connectors for 
DCC so that we can connect in both directions from the 
command center. 
 

     My greatnephew's module is looking really good.  Last 
weekend he learned a little about soldering, we cut in the toggle 
switch for one of the turnouts and hid it inside a truck.  Pretty 
creative and with a fair amount of epoxy it all works.  This coming 
weekend we'll install a line-side signal near the turnout on Blue 
and get to work on the small details like cows and  

figures. 
 

     Disney - I've made yet another skyboard for the 
Disney module with the full intent of drilling a bunch 
of holes in it.  I had it all painted last week with tall, 
snow covered peaks and decided it looks too cold.  
So I've added some shades of grays, browns, and 
greens as well as painting "foreground" trees.  I'm 
no artist, so best effort.  If I don't like it I can revert 
back to the previous skyboard, sans fireworks.  No 
update for you on the fireworks yet. 
 

     When I built the Disney module the plan was to 
connect it to my first station module. That module 
had a "ground level" track that connected just 
below the mountain divison track. With the old 
station module retired, it was time to look at the 
usefulness of that extra track on Disney.  Using that 
ground level track forced the mountain divison track 
to be set back too far to connect to Green on most 
other modules, although it did work on the Green 
track on the station module.  That was then. 
Another update to Disney is the rebuild of Green on 
the left end to NTRAK standards.  I'll also address 
the right end and see if any adjustments are 
required there. 
 

     I'm also pondering two new modules.  One I 
mentioned last month, all mounntains, but another, 
at least a 6 footer, would possibly encompass my 
other Disney buildings.  Why not?  $4500 worth of 
buildings sitting in boxes is not doing me any good 
and it would greatly the current Disney attraction.   
Let you know more on that later. 
 

     I finally got my UR-92 to talk to my command 
station and my duplex throttle to talk with the UR-
92.  Yea! Also doing some cleaning and tossing out 
stuff so that I can use my laptop near the layout 
instead of in my office/multi-purpose room.  I'll also 
be able to link the laptop to my DCS-240 via a USB 
cable. Progress. Little by little. 
 

     There are still some goodies available from 
Rolands collection.  I still have those nice Pennsy 
and Amtrak sets from Kato.  The TGV and ER 
Models have been spoken for. 
 

     Large scale news:  the Garden Railways 
magazine is being discontinued and you'll see 
more large scale in Model Railroader.  With the  
cold weather approaching I've already stored 
several buildings and the tall "treehouse" will come  
(continued on page 2) 
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A Pond for Upper Plainville…Part One 
by Ron Wood 

 

Not too long ago, I was using a stepstool to lean over the 
layout in my basement to be able to fix some trackwork 
and I lost my balance. I put my arms out to try and steady 
myself, but my right elbow went thru the layout. Now I had 
a big divot to try and figure out how to fix. I took a few days 
off an it hit me like a ton of bricks! I would make a pond for 
that section of the layout! I used screen material around 
the base then Sculptamold plaster and then sanded it 
smooth 

. I then painted various colors of green and brown around 
the pond area. I had bought the Woodland Scenics Realistic 
Water in hopes of using it somewhere on the layout. 
However, upon reading the instructions, it became clear that 
this was only for shallow water between 1/8 “and ½ “deep.  I 
fortunately realized this before I poured the water onto the 
pond. I want something a little deeper. My next venture for 
part two is to get the Woodland Scenics Deep Pour Water, 
Murky, and use that for my pond. More info to follow when 
that commences.  

Ken Dana of Ken's Trains Sudbury, MA, Died 
April 19, 2020  

 
Kenneth R. Dana passed away peacefully at Mary 
Ann Morse Healthcare Center in Natick, MA on 
Sunday April 19, 2020 at the age of 79, where he 
resided to support complications of Parkinson's 
Disease. He tested positive for Coronavirus but 
was without symptoms of the disease. A complete 
obituary may be found at;  
 
https://www.dignitymemorial.com/obituaries/broo
kline-ma/kenneth-dana-9141065  

(continued from page 1) 
inside this weekend.  It has already made it through 
two snow storms and lots of heavy rain and winds.  I 
have some lighting effects to work on and hopefully 
you will see it next summer. The snow plow I built last 
year didn't work as well as I had hoped. The design is 
good, but it isn't heavy enough and I found that the 
blade would lift.  Too late to fix.  So I decided to do 
something different. I saw some videos of a G scale 
wedge plow mounted on a low side gondola that 
worked very well.  If Accucraft can do it, why can't I?  
So I did. I modified the nos of the gondola, mounted a 
pre-fabricated blade, added about 30 ounces of weight 
(about the weight of a brick) and it worked very well in 
the 3 inches of wet snow we had last month. High 
expectations for this winter. 
 
Last... Since we've all be cooped up and locked in for 
so long, I imagine many of us are finding things to do 
on our modules or home layouts.  How about posting 
some pictures?  Take five minutes and write up a few 
notes and send it to Roland.   It doesn't matter how 
long or how well written, we just want to see what 
everyone has been up to.   Thank! 
 
Happ Rails, 

Do You 
remember 
the olden 
days when 
we could 
do this?  
Winterfest 
2017.  
Hope we 
will get 
there 


